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Assignment: Elevator Speech Video – Part 2 – Prepare Production Elements 

 
Target 

Prepare elements to create your “Elevator Speech” video. 
 

Technique 
Preparation 
1. Create a new folder in your computer’s Documents folder. 
2. Name the folder “Elevator Video NAME” substituting your name for NAME. 
Script Final Draft 
1. Log onto a computer and download the A/V script format template from the class website. Open the 
template file in Microsoft Word, then use “save as” to make a copy of the template in your “Elevator Video” 
folder. Name the copy elevator-script-NAME, substituting your name for NAME. 
2. Type the audio portion of your script in the right-hand column (AUDIO) making any changes you think 
are necessary to improve your words. Use a separate table row for each sentence. Next, type brief 
descriptions of your images in the left-hand column (VIDEO). Make sure the description of an image 
appears just to the left of the audio it supports.  
3. Type the header information at the top of the script. When you are done, proofread your script and 
correct any errors. When the script is the best it can be, print out a copy and keep it so that you can use it 
to record your own voice reading it. 
Image Acquisition and Preparation 
1. Search the Internet or use your own collection of images to find images that you described in your script. 
Remember that you must have the right to use any image that will appear in your video. 
2. Save any image you think you will use in your “Elevator Video” folder.  
3. The final video you create will be 720pHD with an aspect ratio of 16:9. Any image you use should have a 
size of at least 1280×720 pixels. A size of at least 1920x1080 will give you options when it comes to 
editing.  
4. Type or write a list of the images you plan to use. Title the page “Image Rights.” For each image type or 
write down the following:  

A. The URL where you found the image.  
B. The owner of the image’s copyright.  
C. The license to use the image. 

5. Use Photoshop Elements to make any necessary corrections to each image. 
 

Tools 
Word processor (Microsoft Word,) search engine (such as Google,) image editing software (Photoshop 
Elements.) 
 

Terms 
A/V Script Format: Sometimes called split-page or 2-column, this script format is most often used for news, 
live television, commercials, documentaries and educational videos. It features video descriptions in the 
left-hand column and audio in the right-hand column. 
Aspect Ratio: The proportional relationship of an image’s width to its height. Typical TV aspect ratios are 
4:3 (usually standard definition) and 16:9 (usually high definition.) 
Image Resolution: How much detail an image has. Digital images are usually measured by the number of 
vertical lines and how many pixels appear on each line. An image with more lines and pixels will have a 
higher resolution than an image with fewer lines and pixels.  
Copyright: A form of protection granted by law for original works of authorship fixed in a tangible medium of 
expression.   
Rights License: An agreement between a rights owner (licensor) and another who is authorized to use 
such rights (licensee.) 


